
Charaterizations and Reognition of Unit Cirular-Ar GraphsJayme L. Szwa�terUniversidade Federal do Rio de Janeiro, BrasilJoint work withMin Chih LinUniversidad de Buenos Aires, ArgentinaABSTRACTA irular-ar (CA) graph G is the intersetion graph of a family A of arsof a irle C. In this ase, the pair (C;A) is said to be a CA model for G.One of the main sublasses of CA graphs are the unit irular-ar graphs(UCA), whih are formed by those graphs admitting a CA model whose arsare all of the same size. Suh a model is alled a UCA model. In this talk wedesribe the haraterizations and reognition algorithms for UCA known inthe literature. In partiular, we present a new haraterization and reogni-tion algorithm for the lass. The motivation for this work has been a reentpaper by Dur�an, Gravano, MConnell, Spinrad and Tuker in whih theydesribe an algorithm of omplexity O(n2) for reognizing whether a graphG with n verties and m edges is a unit irular-ar (UCA) graph. Further-more the following open questions were posed in this paper. (1) Is it possibleto onstrut a UCA model for G in polynomial time ? (2) Is it possible toonstrut a UCA model, whose extremes of the ars orrespond to integersof polynomial size ? (3) If (2) is true, ould suh a model be onstrutedin polynomial time ? In the present talk, we desribe a haraterization ofUCA graphs, based on network irulations. The haraterization leads to adi�erent reognition algorithm and to answering these questions, in the aÆr-mative. We onstrut a UCA model whose extremes of the ars orrespond tointegers of size O(n). The proposed algorithms, for reognizing UCA graphsand onstruting UCA models, have omplexities O(n+m). Finally, we alsodesribe a linear time algorithm for �nding feasible irulations in networkswith non negative lower apaities and unbounded upper apaities. Suhan algorithm is employed in the model onstrution for UCA graphs.


